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port planner wearing a virtual reality 
headset and sitting on a red bi cycle 
in the meeting room at the 
Singapore-ETH Centre (SEC).

Here on the huge campus of the 
National University of Singapore 
(NUS), ETH Zurich’s presence is easy 
to spot: it has been active in Singapore 
for seven years now, the last five of 
which have been spent in offices spread 
over two floors of the CREATE Tower. 
Researchers from other renowned uni-
versities – including the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology (MIT), 
the Technical University of  Munich 
(TUM) and Cambridge University –
also work in the tower’s lush, verdant 
spaces. 

Singapore’s National Research 
Foundation invited ETH Zurich to 
come here and research sustainable 
solutions for global challenges. “There 
is an urgent need for this kind of re-
search in a region that is urbanising 
rapidly,” says Professor Peter Edwards, 
who heads the Singapore-ETH Centre. 
Population growth has been fastest in 
Asia, he explains, pointing to a couple 
of graphs on the giant screen that fills a 
whole wall of the room. Cities are de-
veloping very quickly – and that devel-
opment is anything but sustainable. 
“We need to find ways to bring this 

growth back within the resource limits 
of our planet; otherwise, the future will 
be bleak.”

The Singapore-ETH Centre’s pro-
jects are grouped into two research 
programmes. The first of these was the 
Future Cities Laboratory, launched in 
2010 and extended in 2015 for another 
five years; this has the mission of pro-
ducing the knowledge and ideas need-
ed for a sustainable urban future. In 
2014 it was joined by the Future Resil-
ient Systems programme (see box).

On your bike
One of the Future Cities Laboratory’s 
projects aims to get Singaporeans to 

Researching the cities 
of the future

A lexander Erath cycles past the 
Tiong Bahru market and turns 
into Kim Cheng Street, past 

rows of palm trees, shops, pedestrians 
and other cyclists. He turns two more 
times to ride around the block, never 
once leaving the clearly marked cycle 
path. If he wanted, he could dismount 
now and treat himself to a Tiger beer in 
the market – or head further down to 
trendy Yong Siak Street for an es-
presso. Except he can’t, because Erath 
is simply taking a tour in a virtual 
envir onment. In reality, he is a trans-

A visit to ETH Zurich’s Future Cities Laboratory 
in Singapore, where researchers are working  
on sustainable solutions for urban development.
They want to make tropical cities cooler, more 
liveable and more environmentally friendly. 
TEXT  Andrea Schmits  IMAGE  Lina Meisen

dramatically,” says transport planner 
Michael Van Eggermond. However, he 
also admits that “it isn’t yet clear 
whether people’s behaviour in virtual 
reality is different from their behav-
iour in real life – in other words, to 
what extent the tool is valid for behav-
ioural research.” One possible problem 
is the lack of eye contact with car 
drivers and pedestrians, which is not 
accounted for. Nonetheless, virtual 
real ity is an extremely powerful tool in 
the planner’s arsenal, says urban plan-
ner and architect Tanvi Maheshwari.

The team is in regular dialogue 
with the Singaporean transport plan-
ning and urban planning author-

In order to test this infrastructure  
before building it, Professor Kay 
 Axhausen and his team on the En-
gaging Mobility project developed a 
virtual-reality cycling simulator. This 
enables test subjects to cycle along 
three streets in Singapore’s Tiong 
Bahru district that have been made 
bike-friendly. The locals have wel-
comed the project with open arms: in 
September 2016, under the heading of 
Bike to the Future, the team set up the 
simulator in the Tiong Bahru neigh-
bourhood. They invited passers-by to 
test the virtual cycle paths of the future 
for themselves and provide feedback. 
“People’s willingness to cycle shot up 

cycle – which brings us back to the red 
bike standing in the middle of the 
meeting room. 

It’s an old-fashioned ladies’ bike, 
something of a rarity in Singapore. 
Cyc lists are generally found only in 
recreational areas. For now, Singapore 
is the first tropical city in Asia to active-
ly promote cycling. But this is a tricky 
proposal in an urban environment that 
often obliges you to cross a six- or even 
eight-lane road just to get to the next 
bus stop. The infrastructure has to im-
prove. “We want to understand what it 
would take to get Singaporeans to use 
their bikes more often,” says project 
leader Erath.

Project leader Alexander Erath on a 
virtual bike tour through Singapore.

Urban planner Tanvi Maheshwari 
finds virtual reality an extremely 
useful tool.
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from ETH Zurich, NUS, TUM and 
MIT are involved in the project. Ex-
perts in areas ranging from energy to 
construction and transport are consid-
ering the problem from all angles.

More space, less energy
Unlike outside, the temperature in  
the Singapore-ETH Centre’s high-
ceilinged rooms is just right. To feel 
comfortable in spite of the heat and hu-
midity, Singapore’s residents spend a 
considerable amount of their time in 
air-conditioned spaces. Whether in 
apartments, offices, restaurants, shop-
ping centres or cars, the AC is almost 
always turned on. But cooling and de-
humidifying the air demands not only 
plenty of energy but also large volumes 
of space. Professor Arno Schlüter and 
project manager Adam Rysanek want 
to solve this problem. “Sixty percent of 
energy use in Singapore’s buildings 
goes to cooling, dehumidification and 
ventilation,” says Rysanek. But there’s 
more. The pipes and ducts required by 
these systems take up as much as a 
third of the space – to a height of some 
1 to 1.5 metres – in the rooms on each 
floor. Rysanek looks up to the ceiling of 
the meeting room, where huge air 
ducts can be seen. They’re not pretty, 
but they help to make the indoor cli-
mate pleasant. The 3for2 Beyond Effi-

ities. This helps to keep the research 
grounded in reality – and it means that 
when the findings are ready, they could 
help the government make better- 
informed decisions.

A cooler Singapore
It’s good that Erath currently tests the 
cycle paths only virtually, because out-
side the sun is beating down. The air is 
so humid on campus that sweat gathers 
on your brow as soon as you set foot 
outside. That’s how it is all year round 
in Singapore. The Cooling Singapore 
project, which was launched in January 
2017, aims to tackle this problem. 
Cities are often warmer than the rural 
areas around them. Singapore, with an 
average temperature of 27 degrees and 
humidity of 84 percent, is hotter than 
it should be. “Take the Orchard Road 
shopping area, for example,” says 
Edwards, who heads the project with 
Heiko Aydt. “In the evening, the tem-
perature there is seven degrees hotter 
than it should be.” The reasons for this 
include the loss of vegetation, the ab-
sorption of heat by buildings and roads, 
and high energy consumption.

Not only does this heat bring dis-
comfort, but it encourages Singapore’s 
5.6 million inhabitants to use their 
air-conditioned cars – which them-
selves give off heat – rather than walk-
ing or cycling. What’s more, the warm 
exhaust air from close to a million 
air-conditioning units leads to in-
creased rainfall. The incidence of 
major storms has doubled over the past 
30 years. This also poses a problem for 
the drainage system: only yesterday 
evening, parts of the city centre were 
flooded following a rainstorm.

By January 2019 the project aims 
to be in a position to propose measures 
for long-term mitigation of the urban 
heat island effect in Singapore. In addi-
tion, the team wants to set up a work-
ing group of researchers and govern-
ment representatives to promote 
knowledge exchange and ensure that 
the proposals are practically relevant. 
To this end, the Singapore-ETH Cen-
tre is collaborating with other top uni-
versities. A total of ten researchers 

tem can be more compact and consume 
less energy for the distribution of cool-
ing. Finally, rather than having one 
central air-conditioning unit, this ap-
proach uses multiple small, distributed 
units that bring air directly from the 
façade into the room. This eliminates 
the need to distribute air throughout 
the building, which makes the associat-
ed ducting redundant – and saves 
space and energy.

The concept functions well: the 
Singapore-ETH Centre installed the 
suite of air-conditioning technologies 
on one floor of a building belonging to 
the United World College of South East 
Asia. The 550 square metres of office 
space is just a short stroll from the 
CREATE Tower – a happy coincidence. 
The rooms are used by administrative 
staff at the school, and their rather  
dated furnishings give no clue as to the 
modernity of the technology employed 
here. Just in the first month, the rooms 

ciency project team is aiming to cut 
the energy consumption of air- 
conditioning systems while also reduc-
ing the amount of space needed for all 
the various piping and ducting sys-
tems. This should allow three floors to 
be built in future in the space taken up 
by two floors today – hence the project 
name “3for2”.

There are three major components 
to the concept. First, it separates the 
cooling of the indoor air from the dehu-

midification of fresh, outdoor air that 
is fed into the building. Doing so 
signifi cantly reduces the amount of 
very cold water – nearly 7 degrees C – 
needed to drive the air-conditioning 
process, which saves energy. Second, 
heat is transported through the build-
ing using water rather than air, since a 
given volume of water can carry more 
heat than the same volume of air. This 
means that the air-conditioning sys-

“In the evenings,  
the temperature is seven 

degrees hotter than  
it should be.”

PETER EDWARDS

consumed less energy than some of the 
most energy-efficient buildings in the 
entire city-state. One thousand sensors 
continuously provide the researchers 
with data on variables such as tempera-
ture, air circulation, humidity and CO2 
concentration. “By the time the re-
search project ends in December 2018,” 
says Rysanek, “we’re hoping these will 
be the most energy-efficient offices in 
the whole of Singapore.”

Touring on a bicycle
The red bike with the virtual-reality 
simulator has since been moved out of 
the meeting room. It was so popular in 
Tiong Bahru that the Engaging Mobil-
ity team have had enquiries from event 
organisers across Singapore. “We 
could do plenty of road shows,” laughs 
Van Eggermond. But the priority is to 
make the virtual experience as realistic 
as possible, so that it is possible to 
translate the findings to reality. 

SINGAPORE-ETH CENTRE 
The Singapore-ETH Centre is 
home to two major research 
programmes. The Future Cities 
Laboratory (FCL) is developing 
knowledge and ideas for sus-
tainable cities of the future. The 
CREATE Tower is also where 
 researchers from the second 
SEC research programme, 
Future Resilient Systems (FRS), 
work. They are developing 
methods and tools to make 
critical infrastructure systems 
more robust and resilient. 
These include energy supply, 
transport, communication, 
 financial systems and emer-
gency services. 
→ www.sec.ethz.chReal lab: Adam Rysanek indicates the building in which “3for2” is being implemented.

Peter Edwards (r) and his team in Singapore appreciate having lots of space for ideas.
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